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Abstract— In this paper, we address the resilient state esti-
mation problem for some relatively unexplored security issues
for cyber-physical systems, namely switching attacks and the
presence of stochastic process and measurement noise signals,
in addition to attacks on actuator and sensor signals. We
model the systems under attack as hidden mode stochastic
switched linear systems with unknown inputs and propose
the use of the multiple model inference algorithm developed
in [1] to tackle these issues. We also furnish the algorithm
with the lacking asymptotic analysis. Moreover, we characterize
fundamental limitations to resilient estimation (e.g., upper
bound on the number of tolerable attacks) and discuss the issue
of attack detection under this framework. Simulation examples
of switching attacks on benchmark and power systems show the
efficacy of our approach to recover unbiased state estimates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are systems in which com-
putational and communication elements collaborate to con-
trol physical entities. Such systems include the power grid,
autonomous vehicles, medical devices, etc. Most of these
systems are safety-critical and if compromised or malfunc-
tioning, can cause serious harm to the controlled physical
entities and the people operating or utilizing them. Recent
incidents of attacks on CPS, e.g., the Maroochy water breach,
the StuxNet computer worm and various industrial security
incidents [2], [3], highlight a need for CPS security and for
new designs of resilient estimation and control.

Much of the early research focus has been on the char-
acterization of undetectable attacks and on attack detection
and identification techniques, which range from a simple
application of data time-stamps in a previous work [4] to
hypothesis tests using residuals (e.g., [5]–[8]). However, the
ability to reliably estimate the true system states despite
attacks is just as desirable, if not more than purely attack
detection; thus, this problem has garnered considerable in-
terest in recent years because the availability of resilient state
estimates would, among others, allow for continued operation
with the same controllers as in the case without attacks or
for locational marginal pricing of electricity based on the
real unbiased state information despite attacks.

Literature review. For deterministic linear systems under
actuator and sensor signal attacks (e.g., via data injection [5]–
[7]), the resilient state estimation problem has been mapped
onto an `0 optimization problem, which is NP-hard [7],
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[9]; thus, a relaxation of the problem to a convex problem
is considered in [9]. A further extension [10] computes a
worst-case bound on the state estimate error in the presence
of additive modeling errors with known bounds, but the
optimization problem remains NP-hard. More importantly,
these approaches do not apply in the presence of additive
stochastic (unbounded) noise signals, which is one of the
security issues we consider in this paper.

In addition, attacks that exploit the switching vulnerability
of CPS or that alter its network topology have been recently
identified as a serious CPS security concern. Some instances
of such vulnerability are attacks on the circuit breakers of a
smart grid [11] or on the logic mode (e.g., failsafe mode) of a
traffic infrastructure [12], on the meter/sensor data network
topology [13] and on the power system network topology
[8]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no resilient state
estimators for dynamic systems have been developed to deal
with this new class of attacks.

Another set of relevant literature pertains to that of
simultaneous input and state estimation (e.g., [14]–[16]).
Of particular importance are the stability and optimality
properties that are investigated in detail in [16], as well
as the relationship between strong detectability and filter
existence that is recently discovered in a related work [17].
Inspired by the multiple model approach (see, e.g., [18], [19]
and references therein), our previous work [1] introduced an
inference algorithm that estimates hidden modes, unknown
inputs and states simultaneously, which we now propose as
the key tool to achieve resilient estimation.

Contributions. In this paper, we propose a resilient state es-
timation algorithm that solves some previously unaddressed
issues in ensuring secure estimation of cyber-physical sys-
tems: (i) switching attacks (attacks of switching mechanisms
altering system- and data-level network topologies and time-
varying attack strategies), and (ii) presence of stochastic
process and measurement noise signals, in addition to the
commonly studied (iii) actuator and sensor signal attacks. We
model cyber-physical systems under attack as hidden mode
stochastic switched linear systems with unknown inputs and
hence, the inference algorithm developed in a previous work
[1] for such systems can be applied for asymptotically recov-
ering unbiased state estimates (i.e., resilient state estimates).
We then study the asymptotic behavior of the approach
in [1] and provide sufficient conditions for asymptotically
achieving convergence to the true model (consistency), or to
the closest model according to some information-theoretic
measure (convergence). In addition, we characterize funda-



mental security limitations to resilient estimation, such as the
upper bound on the number of tolerable attacks, and discuss
the subject of attack detection associated with our approach.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
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Fig. 1: Example of a three-area power station in a radial
topology (corresponding to node/bus attack).

To motivate the problem of resilient state estimation of
stochastic cyber-physical systems under switching attacks,
we consider a power system [20] with multiple control
areas, each consisting of generators and loads, with tie-lines
providing interconnections between areas (see example of
a 3-area system in Figure 1). A simplified model of the
control areas and the tie-lines is given by (see also parameter
definitions in [20, Chap. 10]):

Control area i: (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nca})
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Tie-line power flow, P ijtie, between areas i and j (no attack):
d∆P ij

tie

dt = Tij(∆ωi −∆ωj),

∆P jitie = −∆P ijtie,
(2)

where ∆ωi, ∆Pmechi
and ∆Pvi represent deviations of

the angular frequency, mechanical power and steam-valve
position from their nominal operating values.

A malicious agent is assumed to have access to circuit
breakers that control the tie-lines, and is thus able to sever
the connection between control areas. Depending on the
topology of the tie-line interconnection graph, such attacks
may correspond to a node/vertex/bus attack (disconnection
of a control area from all others) or a link/edge/line attack
(disabling of a specific tie-line between two control areas),
i.e., the power flow across the tie lines is altered:

Attack on circuit breaker i (node/bus attack):

∆P ijtie = −∆P jitie = 0, ∀j 6= i; (3)

Attack on circuit breaker (i, j) (link/line attack):

∆P ijtie = −∆P jitie = 0. (4)

In addition, we assume that the system dynamics and
measurements are subject to random noise and attacks via
additive data injection in the actuator and sensor signals. The
goal of resilient state estimation is thus to obtain unbiased
state estimates despite switching attacks, i.e., attacks on
switches/circuit breakers and the switching/time-varying na-
ture of the attack strategy on switches, actuators and sensors.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Description and Attack Modeling

We consider two different classes of possibly time-varying
(switching) attacks on cyber-physical systems (CPS):
Mode Attack: Attacks on the switching mechanism that

changes the system’s mode of operation, or on the
sensor data or interconnection network topology. Exam-
ples: Attack on circuit breakers [11], the power network
topology [8] and the sensor data network [13]; attack
on the logic switch of a traffic infrastructure [12].

Signal Attack: Attacks on actuator and sensor signals of
unknown magnitude and location (i.e., subset of at-
tacked actuators or sensors). Examples: Denial of ser-
vice, deceptive attacks via data injection [5], [7].

Moreover, we allow the system to be perturbed by random
process and measurement noise signals. Thus, we can rep-
resent the above attacks on a noisy dynamic system using a
hidden mode, switched linear discrete-time stochastic system
with unknown inputs governed by:

(xk+1, qk)= (Aqkk xk+B
qk
k u

qk
k +Gqkk d

qk
k +wqkk , qk), xk ∈ Cqk ,

(xk, qk)+ = (xk, δ
qk(xk)), xk ∈ Dqk ,

yk = Cqkk xk+D
qk
k u

qk
k +Hqk

k d
qk
k +vqkk , (5)

where xk ∈ Rn is the continuous system state and qk ∈ Q =
{1, 2, . . . ,N} is the hidden discrete state or mode, which a
malicious attacker has access to. The hidden modes include
the modes of operation that attacked switching mechanisms
(e.g., circuit breakers, relays) operate via access of the jump
set Dqk and the mode transition function δqk(·), or the
possible interconnection network topologies that dictate the
system matrices, Aqkk and Bqkk , and the sensor data network
topologies, Cqkk and Dqk

k , that an attacker can choose (mode
attack), as well as the different hypotheses about which
actuators and sensors are attacked that determine the true
G∗k and H∗k (signal location attack).

For each mode qk, uqkk ∈ Uqk ⊂ Rm is the known input,
dqkk ∈ Rp the unknown input or attack signal and y ∈ Rl the
output, where the corresponding process noise wqkk ∈ Rn and
measurement noise vqkk ∈ Rl are mutually uncorrelated, zero-
mean Gaussian white random signals with known covariance
matrices, Qqkk = E[wqkk w

qk>
k ] � 0 and Rqkk = E[vqkk v

qk>
k ] �

0, respectively. x0 is independent of vqkk and wqkk for all k.

B. Assumptions on System and Attacker

1) System Assumptions: The matrices Aqkk , Bqkk , Gqkk ,
Cqkk , Dqk

k and Hqk
k are known. Moreover, Gqkk := GqkIqkG

and Hqk
k := HqkIqkH for some matrices Gqk and Hqk

of appropriate dimensions, where IqkG and IqkH are such
that da,qkk := IqkG dk and ds,qkk := IqkH dk represent the
subvectors of dk representing signal magnitude attacks on
the actuators and sensors, respectively, according to each
hypothesis about the signal attack location, while Gqk and
Hqk provide a means of incorporating information about
the way the attacks affect the system (Gqk and Hqk are
identity matrices if no such prior knowledge is available).
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume



that the actuator and sensor signal attacks are distinct and

hence,
[
Gqkk
Hqk
k

]
:=

[
Gqk ĨqkG 0

0 Hqk ĨqkH

]
with Gqk ∈ Rn×ta ,

ĨqkG ∈ Rta×p
qk
a , Hqk ∈ R`×ts , ĨqkH ∈ Rts×p

qk
s and

pqks + pqka = p for each model q ∈ Q, when there are
ta actuators and ts sensors under signal attacks, and the
maximum total number of attacks is p ≤ p∗, where p∗ is
the maximum number of asymptotically correctable signal
attacks (cf. Theorem 1 for its characterization). We also
require that the system is strongly detectable1 in each mode.
In fact, strong detectability is necessary for each mode in
order to asymptotically correct the unknown attack signals
(also necessary for deterministic systems [21, Theorem 6]).
Note also that strongly detectable systems need not be stable
(cf. example in the proof of Theorem 1), but rather that the
strongly undetectable modes of such systems are stable.

2) Attacker Assumptions: We do not constrain the mali-
cious attack signals dk to be a signal of any type (random
or strategic) nor to follow any model, thus no prior ‘useful’
knowledge of the dynamics of dk is available (uncorrelated
with {d`} for all k 6= `, {w`} and {v`} for all `). The
only assumptions concerning the malicious attacker will be
about the knowledge of (i) the upper bound on the number of
actuators/sensors that can be attacked and (ii) the switching
mechanisms/topologies that may be compromised (hence, the
number of possible modes of operation when under mode
attack), as well as (iii) that the strategy switching frequency
for both mode and signal attacks is limited. Note that the final
assumption is reasonable and realistic if the time a malicious
agent takes to regain access/control is large compared to the
time scale for the convergence of the inference algorithm
and/or when the intention of the malicious agent is to confuse
or avoid detection through intermittent attacks.

C. Problem Statement

The objective of this paper is to develop a resilient state
estimator for system (5), i.e., a state filter that asymptotically
recovers unbiased state estimates of the system irrespective
of the location or magnitude of attacks on its actuators and
sensors as well as switching mechanism/topology attacks,
based on the multiple model approach given in [1]. We
would also like to characterize fundamental limitations to
attack resilience: (i) the maximum number of asymptotically
correctable signal attacks and (ii) the maximum number of
required models with this estimator. Furthermore, we want
to analyze the asymptotic behavior (model identifiability) of
the multiple model inference algorithm proposed in [1] and
study its implication on the optimality of its state and input
estimates, as well as on attack detection.

IV. RESILIENT STATE ESTIMATION

To achieve resilient state estimation against switching at-
tacks in the presence of stochastic process and measurement
noise signals, we note that the system under switching attack

1A linear system is strongly detectable if yk = 0 ∀k ≥ 0 implies xk → 0
as k → ∞ for all initial states x0 and input sequences {di}i∈N (see [16,
Section 3.2] for necessary and sufficient conditions for this property).

is representable as a hidden mode, switched linear system
with unknown inputs given in (5). Since we do not know
the true model (i.e., the attack strategy corresponding to the
true mode attack and signal location attack), combinations
of possible attack strategies need to be considered, and as
such, the multiple model estimation approach is a natural
choice for solving this problem. Thus, we propose the use
of the multiple model algorithm that we previously designed
for vehicle collision avoidance [1] to solve this problem.

We will begin with a brief summary of the multiple
model inference algorithm in [1]. Then, we characterize
some fundamental limitations to resilient estimation. Finally,
we explore the asymptotic properties of the resilient state
inference algorithm for model identification in Section V.

A. Multiple Model State and Input Filter

We now provide an abbreviated review of the multiple
model approach for simultaneous mode, state and unknown
input estimation given in [1]. Two variants of the multi-
ple model inference algorithm—static and dynamic—were
proposed in that work. The latter provides a possibility of
incorporating prior knowledge about the switching strategy
of the attack. However, we assume no such knowledge
about the malicious agent and will consider only the static
variant (cf. Algorithm 2) in this paper, which consists of two
components: (i) a bank of mode-matched filters, and (ii) a
likelihood-based approach for computing model probability.

1) Mode-Matched Filters: The bank of filters is com-
prised of N simultaneous state and input filters, one for each
mode, based on the optimal recursive filter developed in [16]
(with omitted superscript qk for brevity; cf. Algorithm 1):
Unknown Input Estimation:

d̂1,k = M1,k(z1,k − C1,kx̂k|k −D1,kuk),

d̂2,k−1 = M2,k(z2,k − C2,kx̂k|k−1 −D2,kuk),

d̂k−1 = V1,k−1d̂1,k−1 + V2,k−1d̂2,k−1,

(6)

Time Update:

x̂k|k−1 = Ak−1x̂k−1|k−1 +Bk−1uk−1 +G1,k−1d̂1,k−1,

x̂?k|k = x̂k|k−1 +G2,k−1d̂2,k−1,
(7)

Measurement Update:

x̂k|k = x̂?k|k + L̃k(z2,k − C2,kx̂
?
k|k −D2,kuk), (8)

where x̂k−1|k−1, d̂1,k−1, d̂2,k−1 and d̂k−1 denote the optimal
estimates of xk−1, d1,k−1, d2,k−1 and dk−1. Due to space
constraints, the filter derivation along with its notations and
definitions as well as necessary and sufficient conditions
for filter stability and optimality are omitted; the reader is
referred to [16] for a detailed discussion.

2) Mode Probability Computation: To compute the prob-
ability of each mode, the multiple model approach exploits
the whiteness property [1, Theorem 1] of the generalized
innovation sequence, νk, defined as

νk := Γk(z2,k − C2,kx̂
?
k|k −D2,kuk) := Γkνk, (9)

i.e., νk ∼ N (0, Sk) with covariance Sk := E[νkν
>
k ] =

ΓkR̃
?
2,kΓ>k and where Γk is chosen such that Sk is invertible



Algorithm 1 Opt-Filter (qk , x̂qk
k−1|k−1

, d̂qk1,k−1, Px,qk
k−1|k−1

, Pxd,qk1,k−1,

P
d,qk
1,k−1) [superscript qk omitted in the following]

. Estimation of d2,k−1 and dk−1

1: Âk−1 = Ak−1 −G1,k−1M1,k−1C1,k−1;
2: Q̂k−1 = G1,k−1M1,k−1R1,k−1M

>
1,k−1G

>
1,k−1 +Qk−1;

3: P̃k = Âk−1P
x
k−1|k−1Â

>
k−1 + Q̂k−1;

4: R̃2,k = C2,kP̃kC
>
2,k +R2,k;

5: P d2,k−1 = (G>2,k−1C
>
2,kR̃

−1
2,kC2,kG2,k−1)−1;

6: M2,k = P d2,k−1G
>
2,k−1C

>
2,kR̃

−1
2,k;

7: x̂k|k−1 = Ak−1x̂k−1|k−1 +Bk−1uk−1 +G1,k−1d̂1,k−1;
8: d̂2,k−1 = M2,k(z2,k − C2,kx̂k|k−1 −D2,kuk);
9: d̂k−1 = V1,k−1d̂1,k−1 + V2,k−1d̂2,k−1;

10: P d12,k−1 = M1,k−1C1,k−1P
x
k−1|k−1A

>
k−1C

>
2,kM

>
2,k

−P d1,k−1G
>
1,k−1C

>
2,kM

>
2,k;

11: P dk−1 = Vk−1

[
P d1,k−1 P

d
12,k−1

P d>12,k−1 P
d
2,k−1

]
V >k−1;

. Time update
12: x̂?k|k = x̂k|k−1 +G2,k−1d̂2,k−1;
13: P ?xk|k = G2,k−1M2,kR2,kM

>
2,kG

>
2,k

+(I −G2,k−1M2,kC2,k)P̃k(I −G2,k−1M2,kC2,k)>;
14: R̃?2,k = C2,kP

?x
k|kC

>
2,k +R2,k − C2,kG2,k−1M2,kR2,k

−R2,kM
>
2,kG

>
2,k−1C2,k;

. Measurement update
15: L̃k = (P ?xk|kC

>
2,k −G2,k−1M2,kR2,k)R̃?†2,k;

16: x̂k|k = x̂?k|k + L̃k(z2,k − C2,kx̂
?
k|k −D2,kuk);

17: P xk|k = (I − L̃kC2,k)G2,k−1M2,kR2,kL̃
>
k

+L̃kR2,kM
>
2,kG

>
2,k−1(I − L̃kC2,k)>

+(I − L̃kC2,k)P ?xk|k(I − L̃kC2,k)>+ L̃kR2,kL̃
>
k ;

. Estimation of d1,k
18: R̃1,k = C1,kP

x
k|kC

>
1,k +R1,k;

19: M1,k = Σ−1
k ;

20: P d1,k = M1,kR̃1,kM1,k;
21: d̂1,k = M1,k(z1,k − C1,kx̂k|k −D1,kuk);

and R̃?2,k is given in Algorithm 1. Specifically, the likelihood
function for each mode q at time k conditioned on all prior
measurements Zk−1 is obtained as
L(qk|z2,k) := fz2,k|Zk−1,qk(z2,k|Zk−1, qk)

= fνk|Zk−1,qk(νk|Zk−1, qk) = N (νqkk ; 0, Sqkk ).
(10)

Then, using Bayes’ rule, the posterior probability for each
mode j can be computed using

µjk =P (qk = j|z1,k, z2,k, Z
k−1)=

N (νj
k;0,Sj

k)µj
k−1∑N

i=1N (νi
k;0,Si

k)µj
k−1

. (11)

Note that a heuristic lower bound on all mode probabilities
needs to be imposed such that the modes are kept alive in
case of a switch in the strategy of the attacker. Finally, based
on these posterior mode probabilities, the most probable
mode at each time k is determined and thus the associated
state and input estimates and covariances, as follows:

q̂k= j∗ = arg maxµjk,

x̂k|k= x̂j
∗

k|k, d̂k = d̂j
∗

k , P
x
k|k = P x,j

∗

k|k , P dk = P d,j
∗

k .
(12)

B. Fundamental Limitations of Attack-Resilient Estimation

1) Number of Asymptotically Correctable Signal Attacks:
More formally, we introduce the following definition:
Definition 1 (Asymptotically/exponentially correctable sig-
nal attacks). We say that p actuators and sensors signal

Algorithm 2 Static-MM-Estimator ( )

1: Initialize ∀j ∈{1, 2, . . . ,N}: x̂j0|0; µj0; d̂j1,0 = (Σj0)−1(zj1,0−
Cj1,0x̂

j
0|0 − Dj

1,0u0); P d,j1,0 = (Σj0)−1(Cj1,0P
x,j
0|0 C

j>
1,0 +

Rj1,0)(Σj0)−1;
2: for k = 1 to N do
3: for j = 1 to N do

. Mode-Matched Filtering
4: Run Opt-Filter(j,x̂jk−1|k−1, d̂j1,k−1, P x,jk−1|k−1, P

d,j
1,k−1);

5: νjk := zj2,k − C
j
2,kx̂

?,j
k|k −D

j
2,kuk;

6: L(j|zj2,k)= 1

(2π)
p
j

R̃
/2
|R̃j,?

2,k
|1/2+

exp

(
−
ν
j>
k
R̃

j,?†
2,k

ν
j
k

2

)
;

7: end for
8: for j = 1 to N do

. Mode Probability Update (small ε > 0)
9: µjk = max{L(j|zj2,k)µjk−1, ε};

10: end for
11: for j = 1 to N do

. Mode Probability Update (normalization)

12: µjk =
µ
j
k∑N

`=1
µ`
k

;

. Output
13: Compute (12);
14: end for
15: end for

attacks are asymptotically/exponentially correctable, if for
any initial state x0 ∈ Rn and signal attack sequence {dj}j∈N
in Rp, we have an estimator such that the estimate bias
asymptotically/exponentially tends to zero, i.e., E[x̂k−xk]→
0 (and E[d̂k−1 − dk−1]→ 0) as k →∞.

Remark 1. Note the distinction in the definitions of asymp-
totically/exponentially correctable signal attacks in Defini-
tion 1 and of correctable signal attacks in [9, Definition
1]. Their definition implies finite-time estimation and is
related to strong observability [9]. Due to the new challenges
of further considering stochastic noise signals and mode
switching, we adopt the weaker notion of asymptotic esti-
mation, which only requires a ‘weaker’ condition of strong
detectability (implied by strong observability [16]). This is
mainly for the sake of theoretical analysis. Simulation results
demonstrate that our algorithm is fast enough.

To derive an estimation-theoretic upper bound on the
maximum number of signal attacks that can be asymptot-
ically tolerated, we assume that the true model or mode
(qk = ∗) is known. Thus, the resilient state estimation
problem is identical to the state and input estimation problem
in [16], where the unknown inputs represent the attacks
on the actuator and sensor signals. It has been shown in
[16] that unbiased states (and also unknown inputs) can
be obtained asymptotically (exponentially) if the system
is strongly detectable (cf. [16], [17] for more details, e.g.
regarding filter stability and existence). With this in mind,
the upper bound on the maximum number of signal attacks
that can be asymptotically (exponentially) corrected is:

Theorem 1. The maximum number of asymptotically (ex-
ponentially fast) correctable actuators and sensors signal
attacks, p∗, for system (5) is equal to the number of sensors,
l, i.e., p∗ ≤ l and the upper bound is achievable.



Proof. A necessary and sufficient condition for strong de-
tectability (with the true model qk = ∗) is given in [16] as

rk

[
zI −A∗ −G∗
C∗ H∗

]
= n+ p∗, ∀z ∈ C, |z| ≥ 1. (13)

Since the above system matrix has only n+l rows, it follows
that its rank is at most n + l. Thus, from the necessary
condition for (13), we obtain n+ p∗ ≤ n+ l⇒ p∗ ≤ l. We
show that the upper bound is achievable using the discrete-
time equivalent model (with time step ∆t = 0.1s) of the
smart grid case study in [11], where in both circuit breaker

modes, A =

[
0.9520 0.0936
−0.9358 0.8584

]
and G =

[
0
0

]
. If the first

state is measured but compromised (e.g., C =
[
1 0
]

and
H = 1 ⇒ p∗ = l), it can be verified that the system is
strongly detectable, i.e., with two invariant zeros at {0.9945±
0.0311j} that are strictly in the unit circle in the complex
plane. Similarly, it can be verified that the unstable system

with matrices A =

[
1.5 1
0 0.1

]
, G =

[
1 0
0 0

]
, C =

[
1 0
0 1

]
and

H =

[
0 0
0 1

]
(i.e., with p∗ = l) has an invariant zero at {0.1}

and is hence strongly detectable. Thus, in both cases, the
optimal filter in [16], [17] can be applied and unbiased state
estimates can be asymptotically achieved when p∗ = l. �

Moreover, the necessity of strong detectability can serve
as a guide to determine which actuators or sensors need to
be safeguarded to guarantee resilient estimation. Since strong
detectability is a system property that is independent of the
filter design, the necessity of this property can be viewed as a
fundamental limitation for resilient estimation, i.e., the ability
to asymptotically/exponentially obtain unbiased estimates.

2) Number of Required Models for Estimation Resilience:
Then, in a similar spirit as the attack set identification ap-
proach of [7], [8] in which a bank of deterministic residuals
are computed to determine the true attack set (but not the
magnitude of the attacks), we consider a bank of filters to
find the most probable model/mode. We now characterize the
maximum number of models N∗ that need to be considered
with the multiple model approach in Section IV-A:

Theorem 2. Suppose there are ta actuators and ts sensors,
and at most p ≤ l of these signals are attacked. Suppose also
that there are tm possible attack modes (mode attack). Then,
the combinatorial number of all possible models, and hence
the maximum number of models that need to be considered
with the multiple model approach, is

N∗ = tm

(
ta + ts
p

)
= tm

(
ta + ts

ta + ts − p

)
.

Proof. The maximum number of required models is the
number of combinations of p attacks among ta + ts sensors
and actuators for each of the tm attack modes of oper-
ation/topologies. Note that this number is the maximum
because resilience may be achievable with less models: For
instance, when tm = 1, ta = 0 and ts = 2 = l, p = 1,

A =

[
0.1 1
0 0.2

]
and C = I2, we have N∗ = 2, but it can be

verified that with G = 02×2 and H = I2 (only one model,
i.e., 1 = N < N∗), the system is strongly detectable. �

Remark 2. If N > 1, the multiple model approach requires
that the number of attacks is strictly less than the number of
sensor measurements, i.e., p < l. Otherwise, the generalized
innovation (9) is empty and we have no means of selecting
the ‘best’ model, i.e., of computing mode probabilities.

If more information about the attacks is known, then one
may expect that less models need to be considered. For
instance, if there are at most na ≤ ta and ns ≤ ts attacks
on the actuators and sensors, respectively, with a total of p
attacks (where p ≤ l and p ≤ na + ns), then the maximum
number of models that are required is

N∗ = tm
∑min{na,p}
i=0

(
ta
i

)(
ts

min{p−i,ns}
)
.

However, it turns out that more information may also in-
crease the number of models. Nonetheless, with more infor-
mation, the problem with more attacks that was previously
not solvable because the (fewer) models are not strongly
detectable, may now become solvable because although the
number of models is increased, each of these models is
strongly detectable. An example of this is with tm = 1,

A =

[
0.1 1
0 1.2

]
and C = I . If we assume that na = 0 and

ns = p = 2, then with G = 0 and H = I (only one model
is required), the system is not strongly detectable with zeros
at {0.1, 1.2}. However, if na = 0 and ns = p = 1 < l = 2,

we have 2 models with G =

[
0
0

]
, H1 =

[
1
0

]
and H2 =

[
0
1

]
,

where both models can be verified to be strongly detectable.

V. ESTIMATOR PROPERTIES

A. Model Identification

We furnish the multiple model algorithms summarized in
Section IV-A with an asymptotic analysis (not given in [1])
and thus its model identification property, which consists
of either model consistency or model convergence, i.e., the
convergence of the mode probability of the true model (if the
true model is in the model set Q) or of the ‘closest’ model (if
the true model is not in the model set, with closeness defined
in some information-theoretic sense), respectively, to 1. Note
that model identifiability is a property of the inference
algorithm in [1] and in resilient state estimation, this property
refers to the ability to asymptotically infer the true attack
strategy (i.e., the true mode attack and signal location attack).
Throughout this section, the true model is assumed fixed in
the time scale of interest given the assumption of limited
strategy switching frequency in the attacker model in Section
III (needed for the sake of analysis).

We first find the ratio of model probabilities from (11):
µj
k

µi
k

:= P (qk=j|Zk)
P (qk=i|Zk)

=
N (νj

k;0,Sj
k)µj

k−1

N (νi
k;0,Si

k)µi
k−1

=
µj
0

µi
0

∏k
`=1

N (νj
` ;0,Sj

` )

N (νi
`;0,Si

`)

=
µj
0

µi
0

exp
∑k
`=1 ln

N (νj
` ;0,Sj

` )

N (νi
`;0,Si

`)
=

µj
0

µi
0

exp
∑k
`=1 ln

fj
`

fi
`

, (14)

where µj
0

µi
0

is the ratio of priors and we have used f j` as
a shorthand for fz2,`|q`,Z`−1(z2,`|q` = j, Z`−1). From the



above ratio, we observe that the exponential rate at which
the models are distinguishable depends on the sequence{

ln
fj
`

fi
`

}k
`=1

. Thus, in the following, we examine the behavior
of this sequence, specifically the average behavior of this
sequence (averaged over all possible states) and show that
the posterior model mean probabilities converge to their true
values if the true model is in the set of models. Otherwise,
we show that the multiple model approach converges to the
model that is ‘closest’ to the true model in an information-
theoretic sense (i.e., with the minimum Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence [22]) from within the model set. The case
when the sequence is ergodic can also be considered but has
been omitted due to space limitations.

To analyze the average model probability behavior (stud-
ied in part by [23]), we note that the mean of ln

fj
k

fi
k

is given

by Ef∗k
[
ln

fj
k

fi
k

]
= Ef∗k

[
ln

f∗k
fi
k

]
−Ef∗k

[
ln

f∗k
fj
k

]
, where f∗k is the

distribution associated with the true model while Ef∗k
[
ln

f∗k
fq
k

]
for q ∈ {i, j} coincides with the definition of the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence (denoted D(f∗k‖fqk )) that is widely
recognized as an important measure of ‘distance’ between
two probability distributions f∗k and fqk in information theory
[22]. With this, the ratio of the geometric means of model
probabilities (14) can be computed and expressed as:

µj
k

µi
k

:=
µj
0

µi
0

exp
∑k
`=1 Ef∗`

[
ln

fj
`

fi
`

]
=

µj
0

µi
0

exp
∑k
`=1

(
D(f∗` ‖f i`)−D(f∗` ‖f j` )

)
.

(15)

The KL divergence for each model q ∈ Q of the multiple
model approach in this paper can be computed as:

D(f∗` ‖fq` ) := Ef∗`
[
ln

f∗`
fq
`

]
= 1

2 (pR̃q
`
− pR̃∗` ) ln 2π + 1

2 ln |R̃q,?2,` |+ − 1
2 ln |R̃∗,?2,` |+

+ 1
2Ef∗` [tr(νq`ν

q>
` (R̃q,?2,` )

†)]− 1
2Ef∗` [tr(ν∗`ν

∗>
` (R̃∗,?2,` )

†)]

= 1
2 (pR̃q

`
− pR̃∗` ) ln 2π + 1

2 ln |R̃q,?2,` |+ − 1
2 ln |R̃∗,?2,` |+

+ 1
2 tr(R̃

q|∗,?
2,` (R̃q,?2,` )

†)− 1
2 tr(R̃∗,?2,` (R̃

∗,?
2,` )
†), (16)

where R̃
q|∗,?
2,` := Ef∗` [νq`ν

q>
` ] and we have used the fact

that (I − Cq2,`G
q
2,`−1M

q
2,`) is idempotent such that (I −

Cq2,`G
q
2,`−1M

q
2,`)
>(R̃q,?2,` )

†(I − Cq2,`G
q
2,`−1M

q
2,`) = (R̃q,?2,` )

†

to simplify the above expression. Note that the unknown
inputs of each model need not have the same dimension;
thus pq

R̃`
:= rank(R̃q,?2,` ) can be different for all q ∈ {Q∪∗}.

Inspired by the sufficient conditions for systems without
unknown inputs [24], [25], we consider two conditions:

Condition (i) The true model ∗ is in the set of models,
i.e., ∗ ∈ Q and there exists a time step T ∈ N such that
f∗` 6= fq` , or equivalently,

1
2pR̃q

`
ln 2π + 1

2 ln |R̃q,?2,` |+ + 1
2 tr(R̃

q|∗,?
2,` (R̃q,?2,` )

†)

6= 1
2pR̃∗`

ln 2π + 1
2 ln |R̃∗,?2,` |+ + 1

2 tr(R̃∗,?2,` (R̃
∗,?
2,` )
†),

for all q ∈ Q, q 6= ∗ for all ` ≥ T ,
Condition (ii) The true model ∗ is not in the model set of

models, i.e., ∗ /∈ Q, but there exist a time step T ∈ N
and a model q ∈ Q such that D(f∗` ‖fq` ) < D(f∗` ‖fq

′

` ),

or equivalently,
1
2pR̃q

`
ln 2π + 1

2 ln |R̃q,?2,` |+ + 1
2 tr(R̃

q|∗,?
2,` (R̃q,?2,` )

†)

< 1
2pR̃q′

`

ln 2π + 1
2 ln |R̃q

′,?
2,` |+ + 1

2 tr(R̃
q′|∗,?
2,` (R̃q

′,?
2,` )†),

for all q′ ∈ Q, q′ 6= q for all ` ≥ T .
Condition (i) implies that the likelihood functions for all
other models q 6= ∗ are not identical to the likelihood
function for the true model q = ∗ for all ` ≥ T . In contrast,
when the true model is not in the set of models, Condition
(ii) implies that there exists a unique model q ∈ Q for all
` ≥ T with a likelihood function that is closest to the true
model and the other models are strictly less similar to the
true model, measured in terms of their KL divergences.

Theorem 3 (Mean Consistency). Suppose Condition (i)
holds; then, the multiple model approach is, on average,
consistent, i.e., the model (geometric) mean probability of
the true model converges to 1 (cf. (15)).

Proof. Since D(f∗` ‖fq` ) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if
f∗` = fq` ([22, Lemma 3.1]), then with i = ∗ ∈ Q as
the true model and j ∈ Q, j 6= ∗, the summand in the
exponent of (15) is always strictly negative, i.e., D(f∗` ‖f∗` )−
D(f∗` ‖f j` ) = −D(f∗` ‖f j` ) < 0 for all ` ≥ T since f∗` 6= f j`
by assumption. This means that, the ratios of model mean
probabilities of all other models (j ∈ Q, j 6= ∗) to the true
model mean probability converge exponentially to zero, i.e.,
the mean probability of the true model converges to 1. �

Note that even if for some q ∈ Q, fq` = f∗` for all ` ∈ N
(i.e., Condition (i) fails to hold), the posterior model mean
probabilities will be no worse than their prior probabilities.

Theorem 4 (Mean Convergence). Suppose Condition (ii)
holds, i.e., the true model in not the set of models Q, but
there exists a model q ∈ Q with minimum KL divergence;
then, with the multiple model approach, the identified model
converges on average to the closest model in the set of
models, i.e., to the model q ∈ Q.

Proof. Since Condition (ii) holds by assumption, then with
j = q′ and i = q, the summand in the exponent of (15)
is always strictly negative, which result in the exponential
convergence to zero of the ratios of model mean probabilities
of all other models (q′ ∈ Q, q′ 6= q) to model q. �

B. Optimality of State and Input Estimates

The following corollary characterizes the optimality of the
state and input estimates when using the multiple model
approach with the assumption that the true model is in the
model set, i.e., ∗ ∈ Q. (Otherwise, the state and input
estimates may be biased.)

Corollary 1. If Condition (i) holds, then the state and input
estimates in (12) converge on average to optimal state and
input estimates in the minimum variance unbiased sense.

Proof. For the true model, the filter gains are chosen such
that the error variance is minimized and that the estimates
are unbiased (cf. [16, Section 5] for a detailed derivation and



discussion). Hence, the state and input estimates are optimal
in the minimum variance unbiased sense. If Condition (i)
holds, by Theorem 3, the state and input estimates given by
(12) also converge on average to the state and input estimates
of the true model, which are optimal. �

C. Attack Detection

While model consistency is quintessential for establishing
the soundness of the multiple model approach, it may not be
necessary for resilience. For instance, in the trivial case that
there are no attacks dk = 0 for all k, the state estimates of
all models would perform equally well. In other words, the
attacks need not be detected for obtaining resilient estimates.
Moreover, if the estimator is not mean consistent but the true
mode is in the set of models, then by Theorem 3, there exist
some models with generalized innovations that have identical
probability distributions as the generalized innovation of the
true model (since their KL-divergences are identically zero),
and that are hence Gaussian white sequences [1]. Since this
is an indication that the input and state filters for these modes
are optimal, these attack modes would be undetectable and
better estimates cannot be achieved; thus, we regard our
resilient state estimator as optimal.

VI. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

A. 3-Area Power System (Mode & Signal Magnitude Attacks)
We return to the motivating example in Section II and

consider specifically the discrete-time equivalent (with
a time step ∆t = 0.1s) of a 3-area system in a radial
topology corresponding to a node attack (as depicted
in Figure 1) with D1 = 3, Rf1 = 0.03, Ma

1 = 4,
TCH1

= 5, TG1
= 4, D2 = 0.275, Rf2 = 0.07, Ma

2 = 40,
TCH2

= 10, TG2
= 25, D3 = 2, Rf3 = 0.04, Ma

3 = 35,
TCH3 = 20, TG3 = 15, T12 = 2.54, T23 = 1.5 and
T31 = 2.5. We assume that all inputs ∆PLi and ∆Prefi
are identically zero and that all states are measured
(i.e., Cqkk = I) where only measurements of ∆ωi are
corrupted by additive errors di for i = 1, 2, 3 (ta = 0,
ts = 3, p = 3) and the system is affected by additive
zero mean Gaussian white process and measurement
noise signals with known covariances Q = 10−2 ×
diag(1, 1.6, 2, 1.2, 2.5, 1.4, 0.3, 2.11, 3, 0.2, 0.9, 1.8) and
R = 10−2×diag(2.1, 0.6, 2.2, 0.2, 1.9, 1.4, 1.3, 1.1, 2.3, 1.2,
0.3, 1.8). For this tie-line interconnection topology, the
circuit breaker attacks result in N = tm = 5 possible modes
of operation: all switches are safe/“on” (q = 1), only circuit
breaker i is attacked/“off” (q = i+ 1, i = 1, 2, 3) and two
or more circuit breakers are attacked/“off” (q = 5).

For conciseness, we only show the results for the case
when the attacker is assumed to switch from q = 2 to
q = 5 at t = 500s, although our approach can also be
successfully employed for all possible switching sequences.
We observe from Figure 2 that the resilient state estimation
algorithm is able to estimate the hidden mode, i.e., the
true switching mode. Furthermore, we observe from Figure
3 that the system states (including those from unattacked
measurements; not depicted) and unknown attack magnitudes
are successful estimated, i.e., the signal attacks di that can
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Fig. 2: Mode probabilities for Example VI-A.
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Fig. 3:State and attack magnitude estimates in ExampleVI-A.

be observed to affect the raw measurements of ∆ωi for
i = 1, 2, 3 have been corrected/removed.

B. Benchmark System (Signal Magnitude&Location Attacks)

In this example, we consider the resilient state estimation
problem for a system (modified from [16]) that has been used
as a benchmark for many state and input filters, with only
one mode of operation (tm = 1) and with possible attacks
on the actuator and 4 of the 5 sensors (ta = 1, ts = 4):

A=


0.5 2 0 0 0
0 0.2 1 0 1
0 0 0.3 0 1
0 0 0 0.7 1
0 0 0 0 0.1

;B=G=


1
0.1
0.1
1
0

;C=


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −0.1 0 0
0 0 1 −0.5 0.2
0 0 0 1 0
0 0.25 0 0 1

;

H=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

;Q=10−4


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0.5 0 0
0 0.5 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

;R=10−4


1 0 0 0.5 0
0 1 0 0 0.3
0 0 1 0 0
0.5 0 0 1 0
0 0.3 0 0 1

.

The known input uk is 2 for 100 ≤ k ≤ 300, −2 for
500 ≤ k ≤ 700 and 0 otherwise, whereas the unknown
inputs are as given in Figure 5. We also assume that there
are at most p = 4 attacks with no constraints on na and ns;
as a result, we have to consider N = 1 ·

(
5
4

)
= 5 models.

Due to space limitation, we only provide simulation results
for the case when the signal attack locations are switched
from q = 3 (attack on actuator and sensors 1,3,4) to q = 2
(attack on actuator and sensors 1,2,4) at time t = 500s.
From Figure 4, we observe that the mode probabilities
converge to their true values. Figure 5 shows the estimates of
states as well as the unknown attack signal magnitudes. The
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Fig. 5:State and attack magnitude estimates in ExampleVI-B.

state estimates, which are our main concern, are seen to be
good even before the mode probabilities converge, while the
unknown attack signals are also reasonably well estimated,
with the exception of little jumps in its estimates during the
switch in attack locations at t = 500s. Similar results (not
shown) are obtained for all other attack modes, q = 1 (attack
on actuator and sensors 1,2,3), q = 4 (attack on actuator and
sensors 2,3,4) and q = 5 (attack on sensors 1,2,3,4).

VII. CONCLUSION

We addressed the problem of resilient state estimation for
switching (mode/topology) attacks and attacks on actuator
and sensor signals of stochastic cyber-physical systems. We
first modeled the problem as a hidden mode switched linear
stochastic system with unknown inputs and showed that
the multiple model inference algorithm in [1] is a suitable
solution to these issues and furnished the algorithm with an
asymptotic analysis. Moreover, we provided an achievable
upper bound on the maximum number of asymptotically
correctable signal attacks and also the maximum number of
required models for the multiple model approach. Simulation
examples demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach.
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